Intravital microscopy (IVM) is the application of light microscopy to real time study biology of live animal tissues in intact and physiological conditions with the high spatial and temporal resolution. Advances in imaging systems, genetic animal models and imaging probes, IVM has offered quantitative and dynamic insight into cell biology, immunology, neurobiology and cancer. In this review, we will focus on the targeting of nanotherapeutics to inflamed vasculature. We will introduce the basic concept and principle of IVM and demonstrate that IVM is a powerful tool used to quantitatively determine the molecular mechanisms of interactions between nanotherapeutics and neutrophils or endothelium in living mice. In the future, it is needed to develop new imaging systems and novel imaging contrast agents to better understand molecular mechanisms of tissue processing of nanotherapeutics in vivo.
Introduction
Nanomedicines are conceptually defined as nanotechnology applications in medicine including biosensing [1] , diagnostics [2, 3] , imaging [4, 5] and targeted drug delivery [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Targeted drug delivery using nanoparticles could dramatically increase therapeutic efficacy and avoid the systemic toxicity [10, 11] . When nanoparticle drug carriers are administrated to animals or patients, it is necessary to know the pharmacodynamics of nanoparticles in circulation, and how nanoparticles temporally interact with targeted tissues at a molecular level. Traditionally, tissues are fixed and then histochemically stained for imaging using fluorescence confocal microscopy to determine the subcellular locations of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are totally different from molecules (such as drugs) in size, shape, surface charges and chemical composition, and they are highly heterogeneous, therefore tissue processing of nanoparticles is complex and dynamic [12, 13] . Direct imaging of live animals at a high spatial and temporal resolution would address dynamic interactions between nanoparticles and tissues at a subcellular level. To do so, this requires to develop advanced imaging systems which are able to real-time record the temporal binding, internalization and cellular trafficking of nanoparticles in live tissues under physiological or pathological conditions. Due to recent advances in imaging hardware and software, laser fluorescence microscopy has been applied to imaging live mammalian tissues. This new imaging approach is called intravital microscopy (IVM) [14] [15] [16] . IVM has rapidly become an essential tool in studying neurobiology [17, 18] , immunology [19, 20] , molecular biology [21] and cancer biology [22, 23] . There are several comprehensive review articles covering these topics [14, 20, 23] , but few reviews have discussed the application of IVM in imaging therapeutic nanoparticles in inflamed vasculatures. When combined with pharmacological approaches (knockout mouse models) and powerful imaging software, IVM could quantitatively address the Ivyspring International Publisher dynamic interactions between nanoparticles and live tissues at a subcellular resolution, thus revealing the insight of tissue processing of nanoparticles. In this short review, we will focus on the recent developments on IVM applied in understanding how therapeutic nanoparticles specifically target inflamed sites. As well we will introduce a principle of IVM, and demonstrate the power and usefulness of IVM in targeted drug delivery using nanoparticles. Fig. 1 shows a concept of IVM in imaging cremaster muscles of a live mouse [24] (Fig. 1A) and nanovesicles made from activated neutrophil membrane are adherent to endothelium in cremaster venules imaged by IVM [7] (Fig. 1B) . Fig. 1 shows that we need three components to build IVM. A microscope is used to image fluorescently-labeled nanoparticles (such as nanovesicles) in the live tissues of interest (such as cremaster muscles). Therefore, constructing IVM requires several disciplines, such as, optics, biology and materials engineering.
Intravital Microscopy (IVM)
IVM is composed of three major technologies. The first technology is a light-based microscope. A fluorescence microscope is commonly used to build IVM, such as wide-field fluorescence microscopy, laser scanning confocal microscopy, laser multiphoton scanning confocal microscopy, and spinning disk confocal microscopy. IVM needs the low incident light to prevent damage of tissues or fluorophores, and also requires a spatial and temporal resolution sufficient to observe a single cell. Fluorescence confocal microscopy (laser scanning or spinning-disk models) as shown in Fig. 1A is commonly used in IVM because of the low cost and easy use, but a major challenge is the limitation of visible light penetration in tissues. Multiphoton fluorescence-based IVM microscopy allows to observe deeper tissues due to the laser excitation in near infrared wavelengths. Multiphoton microscopy [25] is a nonlinear optical process that requires the laser beam concentrating in a very small focal point. This results in less photobleaching, lower phototoxicity, and the reduction of auto-fluorescence compared to regular fluorescence confocal microscopes. However, the maintenance of a multiphoton microscope is very high. Other microscope technologies could be chosen to expand a wide range of applications of IVM. For example, fluorescence life time microscopy [26] , coherent anti-stokes Raman microscopy (CARS) [27] and optical frequency domain imaging [28] have been used in IVM. As well, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy could be incorporated into IVM [29, 30] . Here we focus on the discussion of fluorescence-based IVM. The cremaster muscles are surgically exposed and perfused with a physiological buffer under an objective, and images are recorded using laser scanning confocal microscope or spinning-disc confocal microscope. (b) 3D image of IVM shows the adhesion of neutrophil membrane-formed nanovesicles to endothelium 3 h after introscrotal injection of TNF-α. The nanovesicles were labeled by DiO dyes (green) and the vessel was stained with Alexa-Fluor-647-anti-CD31 (pink). The image B is reproduced and permitted from the reference [7] .
The second component of IVM is the development of suitable mouse models in which biological questions can be answered within a setting that is not only physiological relevant but also accessible to observe organs of interest. For example, the dorsal skin window chamber model was developed several decades ago, but still remains helpful in cancer biology [31] . A mouse implanted with a window chamber can be maintained for several weeks, allowing to image live tissues over a long period. To investigate the interactions between leukocytes and endothelium, or tissue homeostasis, cremaster muscle tissues are usually used [24] (Fig.  1B) . IVM of cremaster tissues is useful and easy to observe the microcirculation because a thin and transparent layer of cremaster tissue is spread under a water-immersion objective. A steady drip of sodium buffer is maintained throughout the imaging period so cremaster tissues are kept under a physiological condition. Other organs can be accessible even though surgical procedures with variable degrees of invasiveness. For example, the liver is exteriorized and superfused with a physiological saline solution for imaging [32] . The liver is an important and critical component in the immune defense against blood-born infection because the liver contains innate and adaptive immune cells which can detect and capture pathogens from the blood. IVM of the liver offers the quantitative and dynamic details of the host defense [33] . The lung is a unique organ with an air-liquid interface exposing it to the environment and with a large volume of blood that quickly circulates in the lung. The lung microcirculation is also distinctive with a rich network of capillary segments with a diameter as small as a few microns, which requires many leukocytes to deform their shape to pass through. The novel feature of the lung is needed to directly image, however this demands fast, high-resolution, and penetrant imaging methodologies as well as maintenance of intact physiology. The lung movement is a particular problem for imaging because of cardiac contractions, pulsatile blood flow, and significant movements during inhalation/exhalation cycle. A thoracic window was built to stabilize the lung movement [34] . An important feature of this device is to loosen adherence to the lung surface via 20-25 mmHg of reversible vacuum spreading over a large local area allowing for gas to enter and expand the lung, therefore this limits the associated movement of lung. IVM of the stabilized lung reveals the novel properties of lung cancer metastasis via tumor microparticles (microvesicles) and immune defense, which cannot be observed using conventional imaging systems [35] .
The third technology of IVM is to develop new imaging probes [36] . The majority of IVM studies use fluorescent proteins and exogenous fluorophores to generate the image contrast. To visualize deep tissues, bright and stable near-infrared fluorescent proteins have been developed [37, 38] . A large number of genetically encoded fluorescent probes with the cleavable or photoactivated/switchable features are under development. To increase signal-to-noise ratio, nanoparticles conjugated with antibodies are also used in IVM, such as quantum dots [39] . To visualize therapeutic nanoparticles in vivo using IVM, the nanoparticles are fluorescently labeled and can emit different colors.
Inflammation and Neutrophils
Inflammation is a normal response of innate and adaptive immune systems to infection and tissue damages [40] . However, when allowed to continue uncontrolled, inflammation will become non-resolved, thus resulting in a wide range of diseases, such as autoimmune or autoinflammatory disorders, neurodegenerative disease or cancers [41] [42] [43] [44] . Therefore, impairing inflammation pathways or resolving inflammation [45] using nanotherapeutics would be a means to prevent the inflammation-related diseases [24] .
Neutrophils, a type of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, are well known as a major player during acute inflammation [46, 47] . However, several studies suggest that neutrophils also play a significant role in both initiating and shaping the immune response to many chronic inflammatory diseases, such as atherosclerosis [48, 49] , autoimmune disease [50] , and even cancer [51] . Neutrophils are typically the first leukocytes to be recruited to an inflammatory site and are capable of eliminating pathogens by three mechanisms [52] (phagocytosis, degranulation and neutrophil extracellular traps, NETs). Data from experimental and clinical settings show that following infection or tissue damages, the recruitment of neutrophils to the site of inflammation is critical. In this process, macrophages and mast cells reside in tissues and act as sentinel cells that initiate neutrophil recruitment via several steps including rolling, adhesion, crawling and endothelial transmigration. The interaction between neutrophils and vascular endothelium is a primary component in the inflammation response. Neutrophil binding and adhesion to endothelium require integrin proteins (such as β2) on neutrophils interacting with intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) on endothelium.
Direct imaging of neutrophil-endothelium interactions in intact pathological conditions would help to develop novel strategies to facilitate the delivery of nanotherapeutics to the site of vascular inflammation, thus diminishing excessive inflammation responses that cause a wide range of diseases, such as acute lung injury, sepsis and cancer.
Nanoparticle Targeting of Activated Neutrophils
Neutrophil adhesion to activated endothelium and subsequently endothelial transmigration are essential processes in innate immune response that eliminates pathogens to promote bacterial clearance [52, 53] . Neutrophil recruitment to the site of tissue injury is the first line of host defense, but dysregulated activation and infiltration of neutrophils at the vessel wall are also a major cause of inflammation-related diseases, such as acute lung injury, sepsis and ischemia-reperfusion injury [54] [55] [56] . Targeted drug delivery to activated neutrophils is a promising strategy to impair excessive inflammation to reverse the progression of the diseases. The studies have shown that inhibiting integrin β2 highly expressed on activated neutrophils by anti-integrin β 2 antibodies can diminish the adhesion of neutrophils to endothelial cells, thus leading to the restoration of vascular integrity [57] , implying that deactivation of neutrophils would be a novel strategy to prevent acute vascular inflammation.
Advances in nanotechnology and imaging systems enable to image dynamic interactions between neutrophils and nanoparticles in vivo. The recent studies using IVM showed that an approach of employing drug-loaded albumin nanoparticles, can efficiently deliver drugs into neutrophils adherent to activated endothelium [24] . To demonstrate albumin nanoparticle targeting of activated neutrophils, IVM of mouse cremaster post-capillary venules was performed to real time visualize the interactions of albumin nanoparticles with neutrophils. In the experiments, albumin nanoparticles [58] (100 nm in diameter) were labeled with Cy5 fluorescent dyes and neutrophils were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-mouse Gr-1 antibody, then live cremaster venules were imaged using IVM. Intravital images showed the marked co-localization of anti-Gr-1 antibody and albumin nanoparticles ( Fig. 2A) , illustrating that albumin nanoparticles were internalized by neutrophils.
Without TNF-α treatment (no inflammation), resting (or circulating) neutrophils did not take up albumin nanoparticles (Fig. 2B ) [24] . The result suggests that albumin nanoparticles can selectively target activated neutrophils, which allows the precise targeting of nanoparticles to inflammation sites. In acute inflammation, monocytes, another type of phagocytic cells, in the bloodstream could be activated to take up albumin nanoparticles [59] . To examine whether activated monocytes took up albumin nanoparticles, Alexa Fluor 488-labeled anti-mouse F4/80 antibody (a marker for monocytes) [59] and albumin nanoparticles were intravenously infused into TNF-α-challenged mice, IVM images showed no co-staining between monocytes and nanoparticles (Fig. 2C) , indicating that activated monocytes do not take up albumin nanoparticles. While IVM imaging qualitatively demonstrates the uptake of nanoparticles by activated neutrophils, the quantitative analysis of images is critical to draw the solid conclusions. In the paper, the authors [24] have quantitatively analyzed the co-staining between albumin nanoparticles and neutrophils or monocytes by counting objects and obtained the percentage of their co-staining. The result shows that more than 90% of activated neutrophils take up nanoparticles, but it is unlike that nanoparticles are taken up by resting neutrophils or activated monocytes (Fig. 2D) . Neutrophil uptake of albumin nanoparticles is very rapid after intravenous administration, so the uptake process should be mediated by receptors highly expressed on neutrophils. IVM was applied to study the uptake efficiency of different types of albumin nanoparticles (such as albumin-coated polystyrene nanoparticles) and their uptake in genetic knockout mice (such as knockout Fcγ receptors and integrin β2 on neutrophils). It is interesting to find that denatured albumin protein after the formation of nanoparticles binds to Fcγ receptors on activated neutrophils to mediate the nanoparticle uptake [24] . This result is consistent with the studies where Fcγ receptors mediate the endocytosis of denatured immune complexes of protein for their clearance by the immune systems [60] .
Furthermore, IVM of the cremaster model was used to investigate the therapeutic effect [24] when albumin nanoparticles were loaded with piceatannol [61] , an inhibitor of Syk kinase. The Syk signaling pathway is responsible for the mechanism of outside-in integrin signaling that mediates neutrophil adhesion, spreading and migration via integrin β2 dependence [62, 63] . Piceatannol selectively inhibits Syk activity. In the study, intrascrotal injection of TNF-α caused local vascular inflammation which showed the adherence of neutrophils to cremaster venuels when they were imaged by IVM (Fig. 3A) . Subsequently, piceatannol-loaded albumin nanoparticles were intravenously infused to the same mouse. In a short period (30 min) the adherent neutrophils began to move and roll along venular walls and some of the adherent neutrophils detached from venular walls (Fig. 3B) . IVM movies clearly demonstrated therapeutic effects of drug-loaded albumin nanoparticles. Most importantly, IVM images can be used to quantitatively analyze the properties of neutrophil adhesion and rolling to evaluate therapeutic effects after administration of drug-loaded albumin nanoparticles (Fig. 3C and D) . The IVM provides convincing results to validate the hypothesis. Most importantly, therapeutic effects of drug-loaded nanoparticles can be real-time measured and quantitatively analyzed in intact diseased mouse models. The major challenge in nanoparticle drug delivery is how to overcome the blood vessel barrier to efficiently deliver therapeutics in deep tissues. The endothelium forms a monolayer lining the vessel wall to regulate the transport of plasma contents into tissues, and the permeability is strongly dependent on nanoparticle size. The size of nanoparticles larger than 3 nm are difficult to transport across the endothelial layer [64] . During acute inflammation, neutrophils transmigrate through endothelium to arrive at infected sites, and then neutrophils remove pathogens and repair the damage of tissues [52] . The trans-endothelial migration could become an active pathway to deliver drugs in disease sties if nanoparticles hijack neutrophils in vivo.
A research group [6] in Washington State University has proposed to utilize the pathway of neutrophil trans-endothelial migration to deliver nanoparticles and validated this novel concept in an acute lung inflammation mouse model. The lung has unique features with many tiny air sacs (called alveoli) surrounded by a network of blood capillaries to form an interface between circulation and airspace [65] . When infections happened in the airspace, neutrophils are capable of migrating from bloodstream to airspace passing through the endothelial vessel walls [66] . Using this model, it was observed that intravenously infused albumin nanoparticles were internalized in neutrophils and subsequently nanoparticles were accumulated in the airspace of lungs, indicating neutrophils are a cargo to deliver albumin nanoparticles across blood vessel barrier [6] . Most importantly, when neutrophils were depleted using antibodies, the transport of nanoparticles were totally prevented, illustrating that neutrophils are responsible for the nanoparticle movement. Furthermore, IVM of cremaster tissues [6] was used to real-time observe this process in which albumin nanoparticles hijacked neutrophils to transport the nanoparticles across the endothelial vessel barrier.
The examples described above demonstrate the usefulness of IVM in studying the interactions between nanotherapeutics and neutrophils in vivo at the molecular level. Combined with advanced imaging software and genetic knockout mouse models, IVM could offer the insight of molecular mechanisms at which live tissues process nanotherapeutics before they are taken up by the liver and phagocytic systems.
Nanoparticle targeting of inflamed endothelium
Inflammation usually involves mutual interactions between immune cells and vascular endothelium, which are regulated by intercellular adhesion molecules. In inflamed sites, endothelium highly expresses intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) via the NF-κB pathway to recruit leukocytes [67] . To target inflamed vasculature, nanoparticles are conjugated with anti-ICAM-1 or peptides to the surface of nanoparticles [68, 69] . However, synthetic features of nanoparticles could not avoid the clearance by immune systems before the nanoparticles arrive at a target [12, 70] .
When inflammation occurs, neutrophils, a type of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, highly express integrin β2, which binds to ICAM-1 on inflamed endothelium. Recently, Wang's group [7] has proposed a novel strategy to target inflamed endothelium using cell membrane-formed nanovesicles made from activated neutrophils (differentiated HL 60 cells). The authors have developed a systemic approach to generate membrane-derived nanovesicles including cell membrane disruption by nitrogen cavitation, differential centrifugation and the size selection of nanovesicles. They quantitatively measured DNA and proteins at each centrifugation step, and studied the properties of nanovesicles using cryo-TEM and dynamic light scattering, finding that nanovesicles are mainly made from plasma membrane and the size of nanovesicles is 150 nm in diameter [7] .
To demonstrate that neutrophil membrane-formed nanovesicles can selectively target activated endothelium, IVM was performed in mouse cremaster venuels challenged by TNF-α. Fig. 1B shows that nanovesicles were strongly adherent to activated endothelium. In a 2-3 h period of imaging, the adherent nanovesicles rarely detached from vessel walls, implying that the adherent nanovesicles were likely to be internalized by endothelial cells. Some puncta were larger than the physical size of nanovesicles, which might be associated with the infusion of nanovesicles with large organelles in the endothelium after nanovesicle internalization. It could be also associated with multiple nanovesicles closely adherent to endothelium due to the heterogeneous distribution of ICAM-1. When compared with the nanovesicles made from red blood cells which do not express integrin β2, the nanovesicles do not show the endothelial adhesion when observed by IVM of mouse cremaster venules. IVM also demonstrates that activation of endothelium is required for the adhesion of neutrophil nanovesicles, indicating that the binding partner of integrin β2 and ICAM-1 is the molecular mechanism for targeting of neutrophil nanovesicles to inflamed endothelium [7] . The studies show that IVM is a powerful tool to investigate the interaction between nanoparticles and endothelial vessels in vivo, uncovering novel features unobserved in vitro.
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this review, we have shown the capability and usefulness of IVM applied to studying the internalization of nanotherapeutics by neutrophils or endothelium in vivo. We also demonstrate that IVM can quantitatively address molecular mechanisms of tissue processing of nanotherapeutics and their therapeutic effects using advanced imaging software and genetic approaches. Nanoparticle targeted drug delivery is a new field in pharmaceutical sciences, biology and medicine. Tissue processing of nanotherapeutics is complicated and dynamics. To real time track this interaction, it is urgent to develop novel and advanced imaging systems, such as fluorescence-based or Raman scattering-based IVM. It is also needed to make bright and different colors of nanoparticles. To study the trafficking of nanotherapeutics in sub-cellular components, the nanoparticles could be fluorescently labeled by pH sensitive probes or other imaging components. Genetic and pharmacological approaches will be needed to develop and combine with IVM to address molecular mechanisms regulating binding, internalization and transport of nanoparticles in a single cell (such as immune cells or endothelium). With the advances in imaging systems and software, we believe that IVM would be an essential tool in nanomedicines, cancer biology and immunology. Specifically, evaluating nanotherapeutics in intact pathological conditions using IVM would shift the current paradigm of drug discovery and nanoparticle drug formulations.
